Nitza Pool News 4: January 2020

On schedule
Dear shareholders,

More information to come

2 months to go and we are going to inaugurate the
refurbished Pool. In this Newsletter we would like to
continue to inform you of the work in progress and all
the side activities which will enhance the Pool and its
special ambiance. As seen already in the December
Newsletter you will find pictures showing you the
project’s latest. Even if the pictures showing the
building site may not necessarily have an aesthetic
effect.
The main message: we are on time. Yossi, the Kablan,
and his team are doing an excellent job. The building
ground is always kept very tidy. Of course the weather
conditions made it more difficult. In his planning Yossi
had foreseen difficult days and managed to go ahead
without interruption. Kol hakavod.

and the new relaxing zone. 2. the new kitchen. 3. The
toilets with changing rooms. 4. the showers.
All tiles had to be non-slippery, easy to clean and be
adapted to the area where they are used.

About WIFI and electricity in the Pool area

About the tiles
There are 4 areas we had to choose tiles for: 1. the
enlarged Pool Lounge area with the table tennis table

In the kitchen there will be enough power points to charge your
devices.

Non-slippery ceramic tiles were laid in the Pool lounge area and
the kitchen.

There will be WIFI in the refurbished Pool area.
Visitors will be able to use their smart phones,
tablets, etc.
There will be electricity points only in the kitchen as
the law prohibits power points in places where there
are people with wet clothing. To recharge your
devices you will have to go to Vladimir.
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For the new season: a first step to unify
the look of sun loungers and mattresses
Changing the current situation
Most of the sun loungers and mattresses belong to
shareholders. There are mattresses in all kinds of
colours and qualities as well as different types of
sunloungers. To get a unified look we need to
change this with the support of our shareholders:

The basic structure for the new open kitchen with an adult and a
children bar is finished…

Future situation: all the same
2 types of sun loungers/chairs: fitting the needs of
the Pool visitors.
1 type of mattress in high quality fabric
(colour and design
of the mattresses
are still in evaluation)

…including the tiling. Next steps: doors on each side and….

We know that to achieve this unified look will take
some time. Some mattresses and sun loungers will
have to be replaced for the upcoming season, others
will follow sooner or later. We are confident that
shareholders will support our efforts and acquire the
new accessories according to this model. We will
help them with all the necessary information.

The immediate solution for the upcoming
season: a protective cover in a nice colour
and attractive design for all sun loungers.

+

…the equipment and decoration, realised by a specialised carpenter

=

The management has almost finalised all details. In
the next few weeks we shall inform the shareholders
how to apply the system .

The new Pool Lounge: quite an impressive size and future area for the
Pool’s entertainment programme…more details on page 4
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More refurbishment pictures

Further projects we are working on
Next to supervising the building process the Pool
Vaad has a few other issues it is working on:
Identification system

2 changing rooms in each WC
for men and women

Enhancing the Pool
entrance area

Preparatory works for 4 storage units

Most of the accessories are supposed to carry the
owner’s name. There was already such an initiative
long ago. However the writing has faded. We have
developed a system to mark the sun loungers, the
mattresses and the new covers. This will help Vladimir
to identify quickly the accessories and protect them
from usage by non-owners.

Priority seating for disabled visitors in wheelchairs
Knowing that they need more space, we are going to
mark on two points where disabled Pool visitors in a
wheelchair will have priority seating.

All the walls underneath the new panels had to be repaired
and fortified…

…inside and on the outside wall facing the parking lot - a joint
project with the Vaad Habayit.
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April 1 - 16:00: Festive Opening of the
Refurbished Pool - Save the Date
Joyce Berman and Lucette Medina assisted by a team
of helpers will be in charge of organising this special
event. The programme will be slightly different from
former Season’s Opening gatherings. Most important:
SAVE THE DATE. More details to be published soon.

Programme 2020
The Pool Management is happy to announce that
in this upcoming season there will be activities
during and after the Pool opening hours. We plan:

L’Chaim Gatherings

Bingo Evenings

“Good to know“ Lectures
about unknown
building issues jointly with the
Vaad Habayit

2nd Table Tennis
Tournament

New: Nitza Pool Photo Gallery with our
visitors’ best Israel pictures

As you can see: Pool business is a challenging
business. With new out-of-the-box ideas we would
like our shareholders to feel the upgrade of the Nitza
Pool Club.
At this stage we would like to thank Sara, Michael
Bliss and Vladimir who always give us their time and
lend us an ear when we need their expertise and
opinion. Their experience is an important help in the
process of taking decisions.
If you have questions or suggestions please do not
hesitate to contact us.
We will continue to keep you posted on the progress.
Make sure to be here on April 1.

The wall in the Pool Lounge next to the table tennis
table is quite long. We had the idea to use this wall
to exhibit the best Israel pictures shot by our Pool
visitors. Details will be published soon.

David Marriott
Jacques Korolnyk

